
Michael McDonald 

Eyes of a Child 

(from “South Park: Bigger Longer & Uncut”) 

 

Lyrics        Videoclip 
 

(Intro 1.1)       Stan watching Wendy 
(Intro 1.2)       Kyle “Oh my God, dude” 
(Intro 1.3)       Eric hiding under his sheet 
(Intro 1.4)       Kenny (“Sure I wanna come”) 
 
The eyes of a child      Boys while Kenny talking 
So innocent and pure     Kids singing “step three” 
A child’s heart is full of songs    Stan & Kenny singing 
Take their tiny hand     Kyle “When Brian Boitano…” 
And lead them to the light     Eric electrified 
As adults we see pain in the world   Sheila at P.T.A. meeting 
And it sometimes      Boys & moms at school 
Don’t seem right      Closeup Kyle & Stan with moms 
 
But through the Eyes of a Child    Kyle & Stan “Why did our…” 
The world seems magical     Around Stan 
There’s a sparkle in their eyes    Wendy skating 
They’ve yet to realize     Boys watching TV, shocked 
The darkness in their soul     Kenny in hell 
         
The beauty of their smile     Stan running and smiling 
Adventurous and wild     Kenny (“Coming”) 
Life is kind of gay      Boys jumping “Kick ass” 
But it doesn’t seem that way    Kyle with dying Mole 
Through the Eyes of a Child    Boys disappointed at cinema - 

      - Kyle “What do you mean, no?” 
So don’t give up      Stan “Viva la Résistance” 
Even when the road seems long    Sunset, Boys “And we’ll save…” 
Just find that child inside of you    Eric being proud of his weapon 
Yeah you gotta find you     Eric singing bitch song 
Spread your wings and fly     Boys spreading arms, “USA” 
To the brightest star     Kenny soaring to Heaven 
If you want I can even get my friend Steve  Stan asking Chef for advice 
To detail your car      Chef talking to Stan 
For like twenty bucks     Stan holding up money 
 
But through the Eyes of a Child    Kids dancing with Mackey 
The world seems magical     Eric seeing Kenny as ghost 
There’s a sparkle in their eyes    Stan looking at Gregory angrily 
They’ve yet to realize     Mr. Garrison 
The darkness in their soul     Mole smoking 
 
The beauty of their smile     Bebe & others skating & smiling 
Adventurous and wild     La Résistance marching 
Sure, life is kind of gay     Kids clapping hands 



But it doesn’t seem that way    Kyle & Eric in the trench 
Through the Eyes of a Child    Kenny in hospital, opening eyes 
 
Through the eyes, through the eyes   Kyle & his mom 
 
I’ve got an eye on my hand     Eric’s V-chip 
I’ve got an eye on my hand     Boys running “And we’ll save…” 
I’ve got an eye on my hand     Kick the baby 
But still I can’t find you     Kenny falling down to hell 
Eye on my hand      Boys in front of PC, shocked 
Where have you gone, girl?    Stan puking on Wendy 
Eye on my hand      Boys running to cinema 
I’m coming up behind you     Eric with megaphone 
Eye on my hand      Stan looking up from water 
Don’t turn around now     Around Eric cursing - 
Cause I’m right there     - Eric’s weapon 
I’m coming up behind you     Through dead Kenny’s eyes - 
 
(pause)       - Universe 
 
Through the Eyes of a Child    “Cause Brian Boitano doesn’t…” 
The world seems magical     Mackey & flying Stan 
There’s a sparkle in their eyes    Eric getting shocked & Kyle 
They’ve yet to realize     Kenny afraid in hell 
The bastards they really are    Eric’s mom showing his picture 
 
The beauty of their smile     Boys in the movies 
Adventurous and wild     Wendy turning around & Stan 
Sure, life is kind of gay     Kids singing in class 
But it doesn’t seem that way    Boys on playground in war 
Through the Eyes of a Child    Ike looking sad 
 
Sure, life is kind of gay     Stan asking his mom 
But it doesn’t seem that way    Kyle protecting T & P 
Through the Eyes of a Child    Kenny disappearing - 
(fade)        - Boys waving at Kenny 


